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PATRON
Barry Frost

LIFE MEMBERS
Mark Benefield
Harold Butler
Steve Chapman (posthumous)
Warren Chapman
Dave Cosgrove
Raewynn Cowie
Barry Frost

Brynley Goodger
John Hartley
Ken Hjorth
Frank Lancaster
John Molesworth
Kevin Williams
Wayne Young

THE COMMITTEE
Club Chairman
Treasurer
Senior Chairman
Senior President
Secretary
Junior Chairman
Junior President
Girls Co-Ordinator
Website Manager / Club Statistician

Kris Baker
Matthew Wall
Milan Jasarevic
Nigel Wall
Corey Parr-Thomson
Shane Wilson
Matthew Cowie
Andrew French
Jacinth Gutla

STAFF
Club Manager
Club Development Manager
Senior Coach
Club Administrator
Bar Managers

Corey Parr-Thomson
Sam Edkins
Kaushik Patel
Linda Baker
Vicki Thomas & Kerry Ballard

OTHER ROLES
Premier Captain
Premier Scorer
Overseas Professional
Nursery Grade Co-Ordinator
Executive Committee
Delegates to Ellerslie Sports Club
Auditor
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Matthew Wall
Frank Lancaster
Ryan Higgins
Mark Benefield & Anthony Bowler
Anthony Bowler & Milan Jasarevic
Corey Parr-Thomson & Milan Jasarevic
R S & A E Dew Partnership

FINANCES
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TREASURER’S
REPORT
After the loss suffered in the year ending 30 April 2016, it was important that
from a financial viewpoint the club bounced back strongly. A $3,118 surplus was
budgeted for, and after a year of closely monitoring costs, and success in other
areas, a surplus of $4,887 was managed. That the club was able to provide the
same quality of services to its members further adds to the success of this result.
INCOME
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Income

2017

Budget

2016

Bar Sales

29,407

29,000

23,299

Less Bar Expenses

(18,561)

(18,000)

(15,771)

Sponsorship, CITH,
Grants & Other
62,113
Income

59,640

51,868

Subscriptions

27,924

30,000

30,387

Total Income

100,883

100,640

89,782

BAR SALES
After setting an ambitious target of $29,000 in bar sales, we achieved this thanks
in main to a number of successful internal and external events. It should be noted
the 2016 figure was impacted by the 3-week closure in January and February 2016
whilst the clubrooms were being renovated.
Overseas player Ryan Higgins’ partner Vicki Thomas seamlessly manned the bar
throughout the summer and even provided new patrons, so a big thank you to
her for her efforts. Special thanks must also go to club employees Corey and Sam
who on more than one occasion ran the bar at short notice to enable events to go
ahead. Corey also stocked the bar with a great range that was commented on by
numerous visitors.
The bar continues to play a central part in club culture, and the profit generated
shown above benefits the club greatly.
SPONSORSHIP, CITH, GRANTS & OTHER INCOME
Significant contributors to this income
line item are;
•
•
•

Club is the Hub – Funding from
Auckland Cricket
Funding Grants – mainly from
gaming trusts
Sponsorship

Despite the loss of Principal club status
over the winter which saw us lose a
significant amount of funding from the
ACA, the committee targeted this area
as another for scope to improve. The
budget was therefore set at $59,640
which allowed for the loss in ACA
funding but aimed for increases in
Grant and Sponsorship funding.
Budget was met with regard to
sponsorship, mainly due to the addition
of Senior club naming rights sponsor
Secure Parking, but the main reason
for actual result of $62,113 bettering
both budget and 2016 was success

with Grant Funding applications. For
this, thanks must go to Chairman Kris
who identified Trusts to apply for and
submitted applications. The resulting
$27,434 in Trust Funding meant many
costs the club was committed to were
covered. Thank you to the following
Gaming Trusts who the club received
funding from during the year;
•
•
•
•

Trillian Trust
Pub Charity
Four Winds Foundation
The Trusts Community Foundation

Other activities the club runs which
fall under this stream are the junior
indoor tournament run over the
winter months, the junior academy run
over the same period, and the senior
twilight cricket competition run in the
late summer. These services aim to
add value to our members and are
designed to break-even, which they do
each year consistently.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
Target Subscriptions (player fees) were set at $30,000 to essentially match
2016 in terms of player numbers and fee collection. Unfortunately, the loss of a
Senior two-day team and some inefficiencies in tshe registration and subsequent
collection process meant the club fell short of the budgeted figure.
Thanks again go to Corey and to Linda for their work in this area, which will be a
big focus next summer. Process improvements have been identified and hopefully
are to be implemented for the coming season. As one of our largest revenue
sources subscriptions continue to be a priority for the committee.
COSTS
Less Operating Expenses

2017

Budget

2016

Administration & Other Expenses

32,601

39,024

45,278

Coaching Expenses & Courses

18,498

21,500

21,912

Depreciation

554

396

411

Ellerslie Sports Club Incl Levies

11,877

11,102

10,974

Gear Replacement & Clothing

21,374

13,500

4,941

Ground & Affiliation Fees/Net & Wicket Hire

11,092

12,000

13,368

Total Operating Expenses

95,996

97,522

96,884

The majority of the club’s expenses are largely inflexible and fixed, with minimal
discretionary expenditure. Many cost line items were materially in line with the
budgeted amount, including;
•
•
•
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Depreciation on Assets
Sports Club levies (hire of the clubrooms)
Affiliation fees and Net hire (Payment to the ACA for participation in their
competitions, and Senior and Junior net hire-age fees for use over winter)

ADMINISTRATION AND OTHER EXPENSES
The committee aimed to reduce spend in this area in response to the funding
cuts from Auckland Cricket. The Club Manager position and salary became
reduced as the main driver for this. The variance to budget was caused primarily
by Corey’s appointment taking place some months later into the off season than
the budget had allowed for.
COACHING EXPENSES AND COURSES
Savings were made to budget as a result of Senior coach Kaushik’s appointment
not taking place until October, rather than an August start date that the budget
had assumed. Savings were also made through the lack of uptake of coaching
courses the club offers to put Junior coaches through if required.
GEAR REPLACEMENT AND CLOTHING
This category was significantly up on budget and 2016 resulting from the large
gear replacement grant received during the year. The grant was spent on much
needed kit replacement and balls, another costly expense the club incurs.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
To conclude, the year ending 30 April 2017 was challenging in the sense that
the club entered its first season as a Community club, with the main tangible
consequence being a funding cut from our governing body Auckland Cricket.
We managed to consolidate our position financially with a view to the future as a
Community club aiming to return to Principal club status. The $4,887 surplus has
given reserves a much-needed boost after the 2016 loss.
The budget for the 2017-18 season aims to produce a further surplus whilst
continuing to provide a quality of service to members, both Senior and Junior. The
recent re-appointments of Corey and Sam will ensure that this is the case.
Given the above, the budget presented is one that with continued financial
prudency and moderation, is both achievable and allows ECC to continue to
service its members at a commendable level, whilst also providing a financially
stable environment as the club positions itself to regain principal status in the
coming year(s).
Thanks and regards,
Matthew Wall
ECC Treasurer
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SENIOR
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PREMIER
Pre-season started later than normal, with the aim being to have the boys fresh
and ready to go for the season proper in October. Along with the normal faces,
we had a new coach in Kaushik Patel, and new recruits Aditya Edekar, Srirag Harish, Jeremy Myers and Abrar Alam join us at various stages throughout the summer, and our first professional cricketer in some years, Middlesex’s Ryan Higgins.
The losses of last summer’s overseas Lloyd Sabin and coach Dinesh De Silva left
us with a lot of runs and wickets to replace, but a young group keen to get to work
and put some performances on the board.
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JEFF CROWE CUP
50 OVER CRICKET
As is the norm, the season started with 50 over cricket, before moving into twoday games prior to Christmas. We began with a bad eight wicket loss to University,
before a tough two run loss to Grafton in a weather affected game, and a tight win
off the last ball against Eden Roskill at home. One from three could easily have
been two.
The remainder of our Jeff Crowe Cup games then followed in January, which saw
us play probably our best cricket of the season, although results did not reflect
that. A three wicket away loss to Birkenhead was followed by three tough games
to strong opposition, in the space of nine days. Ryan Higgins 105 in a 179-run
partnership with Aditya Edekar was the highlight in a last over loss to Suburbs, our
inability to close out the death in the field hard to take given we dictated the majority of the game. We then lost by 25 runs chasing 272 against Takapuna, a total
only made possible by a very good 106 not out off 67 by one of their batsmen.
The good form shown in these close losses then culminated in a six wicket win
over Parnell chasing 244 at home.
Finishing with two wins from seven in the Jeff Crowe Cup, a fair reflection but the
winning a few small moments could easily have seen us with four wins and a place
in the knockout stages.
Notable performances:
• Ryan Higgins 307 runs @ 44 (6th highest run scorer), and 10 wickets @ 30
(10th = highest wicket taker)
• Aditya Edekar 264 runs @ 66 (11th highest run scorer)
• Abrar Alam 198 runs @ 49 (22nd highest run scorer)
• Dipesh Patel 11 wickets @ 26 (6th = highest wicket taker)
• Matthew Wall 3 run outs
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TOM HELLABY MINOR CHAMPIONSHIP
TWO-DAY CRICKET
The focus for most clubs each season,
• Aditya Edekar 339 runs @ 28 (12th
our two-day journey began with a sunny
highest run scorer)
day at the Ave. After being put in on a
• Ryan Higgins 257 runs @ 43 (18th
green one we accumulated our highest
highest run scorer), and 17 wickets
score for the season, reaching 367/7
@ 28 (11th highest wicket taker)
and having Birkenhead 19/1 at stumps
• Kasi Alagappan 14 wickets @ 25
on day one.
(15th highest wicket taker)
• Ryan Wall 13 wickets @ 15 (17th
Unfortunately, this would be as good as
highest wicket taker)
it got for us in two-day cricket for the
season. Rain and application from the
From a personal point of view, there
Birkenhead batsman meant we were
were many highlights which I would like
unable to force a win from this game,
to draw reference to. From the much
and from then on in we were either on
deserved callup to Premier cricket for
the wrong side of the ledger in close
Melvyn Lucas, to the return to Premier
first innings tussles, scuppered by the
cricket of Milan Jasarevic, and the
weather in games we were positioned
opportunity to rub shoulders with a full
well to win, or comprehensively beaten
time professional cricketer like Ryan
in poor showings.
Higgins. These moments all reminded
me in different ways the reasons I play
All told, our position in the Minor
the game.
Championship made for grim reading,
with no wins from seven completed
Overall, whilst the season was
games, and three draws caused by rain. disappointing results wise, I am
confident that with Kaushik returning
Highlight – our batting performances
for a second season we will be able to
home and away against Birkenhead.
further improve the mental application
367/7 (Pari Narsimhan 89, Steven
and consistency of the players in the
Venville 58, Matthew Wall 62, Archie
squad. The talent is there for all to see,
Deshpande 78*), and 300 all out (Abrar however harnessing it appears to be
Alam 48, Aditya Edekar 45, Dipesh Patel our greatest challenge.
71*).
I would like to thank my fellow players
Lowlight – our batting performance
for another enjoyable season, and to
away against North Shore. From 24/3 to fellow selectors Kaushik, Nigel and
92/3, only to collapse to be 96 all out.
Melvyn for their efforts. I look forward
to seeing as many familiar faces as
Notable performances:
possible back next season as we
• Matthew Wall 371 runs @ 34 (8th
attempt to further build and improve
highest run scorer), and 10 catches
on the 2016/17 season.
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SENIOR A
For the Senior A team, the aim for this season was simple: secure promotion back
to Reserves Minor grade at the first time of asking.
After a positive pre-season the team was hit by a number of unavailable players
for game 1 over labour weekend which resulted in a convincing defeat. Unlike
in previous years where this would have set the tone for the season, we dusted
ourselves off and set about winning the next two games against Auckland Uni and
a strong Grafton team. The win against Grafton being particularly satisfying given
that they were the competition winners from the previous year and we bowled
them out for under 100 and dug deep to sneak home, 8 down.
A disappointing defeat by Cornwall followed in the first two-day game with the
damage being done on day 1 when we were bowled out for just 78. This was to
be our final loss of 2016 with convincing defeats of Suburbs New Lynn & Howick
finishing off the year, both of which could have easily been outright victories had
weather not intervened. League standings at Christmas were maybe a little below
par but sitting mid table in both competitions we felt we were well poised to string
some victories together in early 2017 and move up the table.
This optimism was derailed just one game into the year, the first of two agonizing
defeats which ultimately derailed our season. Against Suburbs New Lynn we were
firmly in control with our bowlers restricting them to 120-9 before a dropped
catch and some fortunate hitting allowed them to reach 180 before the final
wicket eventually fell. Even after that we always felt confident of winning the game
reaching 144-5 with almost 20 overs remaining before a collapse to 144-9 did
the damage, the last wicket partnership put on 28 before falling an agonizing
8 runs short. This defeat effectively ended our chances of topping the one day
competition.
Two more comfortable wins against Waitakere & Howick followed before we
finished off the one day comp with a home game against Cornwall. Cornwall
already had the one day competition sewn up but we knew that a win in this
fixture was essential to keep us in the promotion hunt, albeit hanging by our
fingertips. This turned out to be the second of two disappointing defeats, our
fielding really letting us down. In a tight game where we restricted Cornwall to
168, four dropped catches was simply not good enough. This score proved too
much for us and started a run of defeats that continued through to the end of the
season.
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Ultimately we were left thinking at the end of the season “What if?”. What if we
had taken just half of the dropped catches at the key moments? What if the rain
hadn’t washed out two of our two day games against the bottom two sides in the
competition?
Despite the disappointing finish there were some positives to take home from the
season. The introduction of new recruit (and player of the year) Josh “Bruce” Allan,
the emergence of Sam “Morne” Edkins from his world of leg spin/middle order
batsmen/utility player to be a genuine seam option, an impressive 3-25 off 9 overs
on debut for young Kuvam Manon and the blooding of new signings from rival
clubs Abrar Alam & Jeremy Myers being just some of them.
To sign off, on behalf of the team I would like to sincerely thank Nigel Wall &
Kaushik Patel for all the time, patience and effort put in over the course of the
season. There have been some significant improvements in training standards
& attitudes this season and I look forward to seeing the benefit of these in the
2017/2018 season where I have every confidence that we will achieve promotion.
Melvyn Lucas
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SENIOR B
The 2016 - 2017 season for the Men’s Senior B side was fairly a disappointing one.
The first half of the season saw a lot of new hopefuls with sometimes up-to 14
players being available for the game. We had some good performances with the
bat and with the ball during the first half of the season. On a couple of occasions,
we came very close to a win. The team lacked consistency though and ran through
5 different captains. All this amounted to the team not being able to put one win
together for the season and will highly likely get relegated.
There were a few positives in the season though: some excellent 50’s by Shaun
Singh, Kuvam Manon and Harish Shivaram. We got an excellent off-spinner in the
form of Russell Bartlett who played an important role with the ball throughout
the season. His dedication was such that even though he resides in Hamilton, he
would still regularly attend training and be on time for the games. We are glad
to have received the dynamic duo of the Manon brothers. Kuvam Manon and
Dhananjay Manon who are not only excellent batters but also very good with the
ball.
Throughout the season the team trained together as a unit with a goal in mind
i.e. to win games. We played honest and smart cricket but due to frequent batting
collapses were sadly unable to convert those efforts into victories. Even though
we had a rough patch we are all looking forward to the new season with some
members already preparing with off season training.
We would like to take this opportunity and thank our coach Mr Kaushik Patel for
training us; Mr Nigel Wall and Mr Corey Parr-Thomson for supporting us till the
end.
Animesh
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PRESIDENTS
2016/17
Competition Champions
The Presidents had a fantastic year, winning the President competition for the first
time. The squad consisted of 23 players who took every advantage to contribute
and be part of a great team culture. Ellerslie rounded out the initial round robin
in second position and were undefeated in the competition rounds. Ultimately
the final was played between to the best sides in the competition, Ellerslie and Sri
Lankan Machans. This season welcomes new players, Robbie, Roshan, Russell and
Andrew.
Best WIN: Winning the Grand Final. Winning with the ball in the second half of the
opposition innings and our 3rd wicket partnership of 135 runs (Russell 98, David
47) to cement the win.
Congratulations Ellerslie Presidents!
Team Awards
Player of the Season
Player’s Player

Russell Weerasinghe
Neil Carlyon

Best Runs Aggregate
Best Batting Average
Most Six’s (21 in all)
Most Bowling Wickets
Best Bowling Average

Russell Weerasinghe (665 runs)
John Peers (97.5)
Russell Weerasinghe (59)
Nalin Ariyawansa
Alan Briggs

Honours Board
Alan Briggs 		
Roshan Hirimbura
Russell Weerasinghe

7-4-5-7 (O-M-R-W) North Shore 12/11/2016
101* North Shore 12/11/2016
105* Suburbs New Lynn 11/02/2017

Club Awards
Mr Cricket One Day
Club Team of the Year

Russell Weerasinghe
Ellerslie Presidents.
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JUNIOR
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UNDER 19
Once again, the U19 cricket tea, had the basis of the U18 2015-2016 squad with
a few exceptions. The format for the season was 4 x 20/20 games and 4 x limited
overs before xmas, and then a one day competition involving club and school
teams. This season turned out to be a very hard season for keeping a consistent
number of players available from week to week. The team had one win from the
20/20 games, but the players all knew they could do better. Our first limited over
games was against suburbs new Lynn. They scored 253 for 5 off 40 overs, so a
very formidable total. The team really dug deep and pulled the win out of the bag.
Seth Gupwell 79 of 43 balls, Vivek Gajelli 78 off 38 balls. Win for the team 254 for
3 with 3.5 overs to spare. The pre-xmas was plagued by weather interruptions,
there was once playing day lost, and one day abandoned so we played Kumeu
in the final of the A grade at One Tree Hill College 1A. Kumeu made 142 off 33.1
overs, our team knew we could score that in the 40 overs available. We didn’t
start well, losing our first wicket early, so Khalil Thomas and Seth took it upon
themselves to get these runs quickly. Khalil made 68 runs off 40 balls and Seth
made 51 runs off 38 balls. A victory for the team 148 runs for 1 off 13.2 overs, a
great way to end the year.
The post-xmas games were also limited overs but the difference was school teams
were involved within the club system. These games were highlights by the fact
that we could only muster 8 or 9 players for each game. Kings College, Birkenhead
College, Suburbs New Lynn and Ellerslie were in the grade B competition. The
kings 3rd XI were the form team wining 3 out of 3 games. With our numbers,
we did not win any games, but still made the final as suburbs pulled out of the
competition, and Birkenhead College defaulted their last 2 games. The team
found themselves, in a final which we did not think we would play, considering we
had not won any games. Again, we only had 9 players to call on. King’s made 229
for 6 of 30 overs, this was a huge total, but we thought the players would give the
total a nudge. Early wickets did not help 85 for 4 wickets, but William Whiteside
played his best innings scoring 104 runs off 64 balls, and a brave supporting role
by Taine Wilson 31 runs could not quite get the dream result for the season,
falling 17 runs short. At the end of the season, I have decided to step down from
coaching an Ellerslie side, but will still help with coaching and mentoring the
younger members of the club. I would like to thank this group of players for their
hard work, their friendship over the years from year 5 to U19 grade. You are all a
credit to your parents, and I wish you well whatever you do in the future.
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Finally, I wish to thank certain parents, who were there right from the start, and
never failed to turn up every week to games and offer help during practice nights.
Kerry Gupwell, our manager since day one and umpire/part time scorer, was
a great help and could not have done this without his support, friendship and
willingness to help the team. Edwina McKenzie/Karl McKenzie, thank you also:
another set of parents who started helping with the team by Edwina scoring
nearly every game and Karl offering transport for the boys and the odd umpiring
duties. Lastly, I have enjoyed the past 16 seasons coaching teams, and I hope that
the players I have coached have learnt how to be cricketers. And have a bit if fun
along the way. Wishing you all well, and I look forward to my new role at the club.
Shane wilson
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YEAR 9/10A
ONE-DAY CHAMPIONSHIP
This season was the second year in this grade. We had a couple of new players
and had to use substitute players for a few of the games to make the numbers.
The one day games or the T20 was a very exciting and challenging, given some of
the pitches in the domain were not up to standard. Our practice sessions focussed on developing fine skills to cope with the ever-changing game directions.
Raman is an excellent asset to have on the training team, with total focus on
technique. Strategies like short sharp bowling spells kept the opponent batsmen
guessing. Batting techniques that suited the T-20 style of cricket was enhanced
in the training sessions. Huge contributions from Captain Joe, Dion, Weikit, Halen
and Trent helped our club to stay on top of the table. Good support from Aidan,
George, Leo, Prem, Angus and Ritik ensured, with batting, we still came out on top.
TWO DAY FORMAT
We have always struggled with the two-day format and though we switched to
the two-day format mid-way, we lost three out of our five qualifying games. Once
again we came out good in our final game which ended up being a one-day on our
home ground ending the season with a nail-bitting win.
Special thanks to Raj, Andy Miller, Michael Thompson, Tony and Raman for their
valuable contributions for Umpiring and scoring.
Look forward to the next season.
Michael Dsouza
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U12 GIRLS
Our U12 Girls continued to build on their success from previous seasons while
introducing a couple of new players to the game.
Known as the team of Fruit & Vegetables (due to their self-anointed nick-names),
this is a team with a special bond who genuinely cared and played for each other;
celebrating each other’s success while offering encouragement in their failings.
All of the girls showed a great work ethic to improve and strive to be better weekon-week, learning from the losses and being humble after the wins.
As this teams moves from soft to hard ball cricket, I hope the girls will continue to
grow and develop as a team with all the fun and enthusiasm they bring to every
game.
Thank you again to all the fantastic parents who support this team and my
coaching of it. You all make it a true team effort.
Andrew French
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U10 GIRLS
The U10 Girls team for this season was made up of a lot of first timers and a
couple of ‘seasoned veterans’ who all came together as a wonderfully enthusiastic
and energetic group, to have fun and play some cricket.
While the win/loss ratio wasn’t in our favour, the fact that all of the girls turned up
week after week with smiles on their faces, ready to learn and be better than the
week before, showed great spirit from all involved.
I would sincerely like to thank all of the girls for such an enjoyable season and
hope you all want to come back again next season.
Also a big thank you to the parents and supporters of our team: your positive
encourage on game day and at home was invaluable.
Andrew French.
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ECC YEAR 5
LANCASTER
The year 5 boys made their transition into hardball very well. This was aided by
the pre-season sessions Matt Cowie undertook which allowed them to build confidence in facing the hardball and catching in particular.
We had a well-balanced side and everyone was able to make a contribution
throughout the season. Astin Richards and Kaiu Wright made for a devastating
opening bowling combination - the best in our competition. They were followed
by a number of all-rounders: Pesath, Lachie, Streethan, Reeve, Matthew, Adam,
Aaryan and William. All had impressive spells of bowling in the various games – Pesath took 5 wickets in an innings, Streethan bowled fast and accurate, Lachie was
miserly with runs at the end of innings in tight games, Reeve took 2 wickets in an
over, Matthew took two as well, Adam bamboozled the batsmen with spin, Aaryan on his day bowled a great line and William who did most of the wicket keeping
improved his game immensely in that area.
The boys were strong all round in the field, throwing quickly and accurately, backing up the stumps and the bowler and minimising byes. There were too many
classic catches and run outs to name.
The stroke-making abilities improved when batting improved across the team.
Adam was a solid opener, retiring twice in the season and using the pace of the
ball to deflect and score runs. Astin had a swashbuckling innings scoring 27 off
26 balls. Lachie and Pesath took their time and played some elegant strokes. Kaiu
has a solid defence - both front foot and back foot and the full repertoire of shots.
Reeve and William hit the ball hard, Aaryan and Matthew played to their strengths,
the former with his wristy flicks, the later strong down legside.
The move post-xmas, in going from partnership format to having outs, proved to
be a strength for the boys. They built their innings and ran well between wickets.
Personally, I was incredibly proud of their improvement, their skill sets, their comradery and their ability to play as a team at such a young age.
Post Xmas the boys played 6 games, won 4, tied 1 and lost 1.
Todd Bolton
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AWARDS
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SENIOR AWARDS
SENIOR TEAM
Team

Player of the Year

Player's Player

Premiers
Senior A
Senior B
One Day 1A

Ryan Higgins
Josh Allan
Kuvam Manon

Dipesh Patel
Melvyn Lucas
Russell Bartlett

Presidents

Russell Weerasinghe

Neil Carlyon

Crazy Horses
Westpac Warriors
Cool Runnings

Frans Roecourt
Mark Steed

Frans Roecourt
Mark Steed

SENIOR CLUB
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Awards

Recipient

General Knowledge Quiz
Nicholson Award for Sportsmanship
Kevin Williams Club Spirit
Team of the Year
Steve Chapman Promising Fast Bowler
Under 18 Player of the Year
Club Person of the Year
Highest Score
Club Player of the Year

Old Gits
Ryan Wall
Senior B
Presidents
Jeremy Myers
Seth Gupwell
Nigel Wall
Ryan Higgins & Russell Weerasinghe
Ryan Higgins

SENIOR TEAM - MAJOR AWARDS
Award

Limited Overs

Two-Day

Most Catches
Most Improved
Best Wicketkeeper
Best Bowling Average
Best Batting Average
Most Runs
Most Wickets
Most Sixes
Mr Cricket

Josh Allan

Matthew Wall
Aditya Edekar
Joe Ganner

Alan Briggs

Melvyn Lucas

John Peers

Ryan Higgins

Russell Weerasinghe
Nalin Ariyawansa
Russell Weerasinghe
Russell Weerasinghe

Ryan Higgins
Melvyn Lucas
Ryan Higgins
Ryan Higgins
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JUNIOR AWARDS
JUNIOR TEAM
Team

MVP

Coaches Award

Most Improved

U19
Year 9/10
Year 8
Year 7

Seth Gupwell
Joe Wilkinson
Smit Shah
Thomas Joyce
Astin Richards and
Kaiu Wright
Finnbar
Cavanagh-Briggs
Eran Ariyawansa
Alex and Ryan
McIntyre
Ashley
Pohutuhutu-Munu
Madeline
Woolford
Alana Carlyon
Zamera Maeva

Daniel McKenzie
Weikit Ng
Adrian Olie
Bharat Garg

Vivek Gajelli
Angus Rehu
Phoenix Jorgensen
Flynlay Kake

Lachlan Slattery

Pesath Dodangoda

Ruben Frederickson

Luca Graham

Zach Moss

Jack Riordan

Liam De Vent

Noah Ganner

Darcy Woolford

Angelica Vahai

Hannah Joyce

Hannah Fewtrell

Alexi Hyland
Jane Manase

Ruby Lonergan
Sonnia Vai

Year 5
Year 4
Year 3 MB
Year 3
U14 Girls (PE)
U12 Girls
U10 Girls (SM)
U10 Girls (PE)
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JUNIOR MAJOR AWARDS
Best Morning Batsman

Poppy Cavanagh-Briggs

Best Morning Bowler
Best Morning Fielder
Best Afternoon Batsman
Best Afternoon Bowler
Best Afternoon Fielder
Best Wicketkeeper
Club Spirit Award Morning
Club Spirit Award Afternoon
Best Overall Girl Cricketer
Girls Convener Award
Junior Club Personality
Coach of the Year

Kaiu Wright
Jake Elvridge
Joe Wilkinson
Weikit Ng
Dion Price
Taine Wilson
Lachlan Slattery
Caleb Simmons
Madeline Woolford
Zac Moran
The Carlyon Family
James Pendigrast

JUNIOR SKILLS AWARDS
Team

Player of the Year

Most Improved

Latham
Southee
Taylor
Sodhi

Joshua Gaskin
Finn Ashworth
Jack Weedon
Jenson Wheelhouse

Mia Bartlett
Liam Townsend
Max Riordan
Henry Monro

Boult

Matthew Lim

Raymon Montolvo

Most Runs
Most Wickets
Most Sixes
Mr Cricket

Russell Weerasinghe
Nalin Ariyawansa
Russell Weerasinghe
Russell Weerasinghe

Ryan Higgins
Melvyn Lucas
Ryan Higgins
Ryan Higgins

JUNIOR SKILLS PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Player
Alex Slattery
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TOP PERFORMANCES
LIST OF 100S
Player

Team

Stat

Ryan Higgins
Russell Weerasinghe
Roshan Hirimbura

Premier
Presidents
Presidents

105*
105*
102

LIST OF 100S
Player

Team

Stat

Melwyn Lucas
Allan Briggs

Senior A
Presidents

7/16
6/

LIST OF HATTRICKS
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Player

Team

Jack Green

Year 7

TEAM PHOTOS
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PREMIER MEN

REAR
Aditya Edekar, Dipesh Patel, Stephen Venville, Srirag Harish
FRONT
Abrar Alan, Ryan Wall, Matthew Wall (Captain), Parikshith Narsimhan,
Archit Deshpande
ABSENT
Ryan Higgins, Jeremy Myers, Ivan Thomas, Kasi Vishwanathan, Andrew
Scott, Anubhav Thapa, Joe Ganner, Kaushik Patel (Coach)
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SENIOR A

REAR
Parikshith Narsimhan, Srirag Harish, Shikhir Saini, Sam Edkins, Abrar
Alam, Daniel Kerr
FRONT
Rohan Dawson, Archit Deshpande, Keshav Mohan, Mahesh Kharvi, Josh
Adams, Prathik Kumar
ABSENT
Melvyn Lucas (Captain), Josh Allan
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YEAR 7B

REAR
Glenn Powell (Manager), Flynlay Joyce, Mubashir Shafil, Thomas Joyce,
Daniel Kerr (Coach)
FRONT
Hendrix Taisau, Eli OÕConnell, Tharana Seneviratne, Xavier Buckland, Alex
Powell, Joel Douglas
ABSENT
Bharat Garg
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BARRY FROST
UNDER 19

REAR
Taine Wilson, Shane Wilson (Coach), Seth Gupwell
FRONT
William Whiteside, Pravir Singh, Dhananjay Manon, Fardeen Mohammad,
Vivek Gajelli
ABSENT
Daniel Mckenzie, Brian Dias, Harshil Patel, Miles Gill
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YEAR 9/10 BOYS

REAR
Leo Mckay, Ritik Raj, Angus Rehu
MIDDLE
Raman Manon (Coach), Joseph Wilkinson, Aidan Desouza, Michael
Desouza (Coach)
FRONT
Dion Price, George Miller, Halen Macmillan, Weikit Ng, Trent Thompson
ABSENT
Prem Sadia
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YEAR 8 NIX

REAR
Ryan Mills, Alex French, Pheonix Jorgensen
MIDDLE
James Pendigarst (Coach), Benji Pendigarst, Caleb Simmons, Adrian Olie
FRONT
Smit Shah, James Portegys, Niluka Madawala, Niko Sutherland, Jack
Green
ABSENT
Hamish Grimes
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YEAR 5

REAR
Aaryan Aerolla, William Stacey
MIDDLE
Pesath Dodangoda, Todd Bolton (Coach), Lachlan Slatery
FRONT
Matthew Portegys, Kaiu Wright, Adam Walters, Astin Richards, Reeve
Bolton
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UNDER 12 GIRLS

REAR
Hannah Fewtrell, Andrew French (Coach), Madeline Woolford
FRONT
Charlotte Moor, Hannah Joyce, Eden Pendigrast, Kara French, Poppy
Cavanagh-Briggs
ABSENT
Samantha Yonge, Zahra Abeysekara
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UNDER 10 GIRLS

REAR
Andrew French (Coach), Anna French, Imogen Howie, Alana Carlyon
FRONT
Vitalina Iloila, Ruby Lonergan, Alana Chavez, Roberta Chavez, Alexi
Hyland
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YEAR 4
FRANK LANCASTER

REAR
Luca Graham, Alan Briggs (Coach), Liam Houghton
FRONT
Alex Malan, Fletcher Carlyon, Ruben Fredrickson, Finnbar CavanaghBriggs, Abhay Thatiparthi
ABSENT
Jake Elvidge
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YEAR 3/4
MARK BENEFIELD

REAR
Zach Moss, Anurodh Thapa, Edmund Christie, Jack Riordan
FRONT
Charlie Keith, Richard Stacey, Thomas Brannan, Eran Ariyawansa
ABSENT
Dylan Barr, Daniel Soldinger
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YEAR 3

REAR
Jesse Wallace, Craig Wallace (Coach), Harrison Wood
FRONT
Samuel Ioane, Samuel Murray, Noah Ganner, Angus Birchenough,
Campbell Myers
ABSENT
Liam De Vent, Alex McIntyre, Ryan McIntyre, Blake Pollard
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SOUTHEE
JUNIOR SKILLS

REAR
Mark Benefield (Coach), Alex Slattery, Freddie Mooney, Tommy Randall
FRONT
Liam Townsend, Arjunveer Grewal, Laila Flatt, Fletcher Syme, Matthew
Cartwright
ABSENT
Jake Smith, Lyla-May Cockle, Finn Ashworth, Rory Weedon
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TAYLOR
JUNIOR SKILLS

REAR
Oliver McLeod, Mark Benefield (Coach), Saurish Vazirani
FRONT
Jarvis Grainger, Sam Flanagan, Nathan Lindfield, Lewis Wickham
ABSENT
Max Riordan, Jack Weedon, Pratham Thakre
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BOULT
JUNIOR SKILLS

REAR
Mark Benefield (Coach), Matthew Lim, Arien Todkar, Tom Pavarno
FRONT
Freddie Wheelhouse, Raymon Montalvo, Maihi Govind, Griffin Jolly
ABSENT
Archie Hanna, Riveesh De Mel, Vinish Prasad, Ayaan Shehzad
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SODHI
JUNIOR SKILLS

REAR
Mark Benefield (Coach), Jenson Wheelhouse, Anderw Lim, Aditya Verma
FRONT
James Syme, Thomas Appleton, Thomas Flanagan, Rebecca Swan
ABSENT
Henry Monro, Kin Batu, Leo Rissetto, Isaac Barron
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LATHAM
JUNIOR SKILLS

REAR
Mark Benefeild (Coach), Louis Archibald, Hamish Coxhead, Cameron
Swan
FRONT
Joshua Gaskin, Quinn Slattery, Max Ganner, Timothy Glenn
ABSENT
Sebastian Link, Jaffery Raahim
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SPONSORSHIP
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SPONSORS
The highlight to sponsorship saw the club add Secure Parking as a naming rights
sponsor for the Senior Club. We also saw the return of most of our sponsors from
previous seasons. Without our sponsors, many services offered to our members
would either be reduced in their quality, or not provided. We extend a massive
thank you to all sponsors for the 2016/17 season, and hope to see you back next
season.
GOLD SPONSORS
Secure Parking – Ex playing and Committee member Robert Harman was crucial
in gaining the Senior Club its first naming rights sponsor in recent history. Hint
– typing ‘Secure Parking’ into CricHQ immediately locates Ellerslie’s Senior Twoday sides. Secure Parking also donated generously to our events throughout the
season and we hope to continue this relationship into future summers.
SILVER SPONSORS
•
•
•

New World Stonefields (Years 3 and 4) – Graham and New World Stonefields
continued their long running relationship with the club by again sponsoring
our teams in this age bracket.
Ellerslie Automotive & Tyres – Craig and the team at Ellerslie Auto returned
to sponsor the club for a 2nd season, and supported club events during the
season.
Cricket Express – Many thanks to Cricket Express for their continued support
of our club, the bowling machine has been put to good use. The coaches and
kit packs have been a hit throughout the season.

BRONZE SPONSORS
•
•

N&S Plumbing – Senior Chairman Nigel continued his support for the club.
Philpott Airfeight & Logistics – Baz and the team at Philpott returned to
support our Junior programme for a 2nd season.

OTHER SPONSORS
•
•
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Ellerslie Jewellers – John continued his long-standing relationship with the club
by providing vouchers for club events and supplying the trophies and medals
for our prize-giving’s.
Dil Takeaways – Kasun again generously catered the senior club season ending
dinner with some great Sri Lankan cuisine.
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